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Bulk/Mass/Architectural Concept 

• Angelita 

o Materials: authentic, sense of place, less reliance on color alone 

o Buildings on edge of site: very responsive to surrounding context 

o Buildings in middle of site: can have more freedom to express other architectural ideas 

• Maia 

o We typically ask architects to pick a direction-large scale "frame and infill" or finer 

scale that express more "traditional" San Francisco styles (e.g. bay windows). Want to 

avoid a mixing of the two (e.g. huge bay windows on office-style buildings) that mask 

the building use. 

o On this site, larger scale frame and infill buildings can be appropriate but would like to 

see detail expressed at the fine-grain level of materials (rather than block-type massing) 

• Rich: in 040, show examples of what we do NOT want to see as well as good examples. 

• Kristen 

o given construction costs, we can be strategic on where we direct resources to ensure 

that high quality materials are used where they count the most (e.g. ground floor) 
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o Building modulation/massing: needs to relate to and express what is happening on the 

inside of the building 

o Majority of buildings on site should be fabric/background, with just a few 

buildings/facades that become visual focal points. 

o Jeff: remember that buildings will be seen from all sides, so none can be neglected 

• Enrique: we are very interested in CLT (timber) construction 

o There is lots of wood in Dogpatch 

o Richness of materials 

o Ties into the sustainability story for the site 

• Maia: Make sure 040 guidelines clearly state that stepbacks are for upper portions (tower) of 

buildings. 

• Steve: how many buildings per block? 

o Josh: where it makes sense, want to see multiple buildings per block; if not, will feel like 

Mission Bay; in Transbay, podiums and towers are designed by different architects. 

o Maia: want to see residential buildings broken down; want urban fabric/layering 

experience 

o Steve: balance between fine-grain residential and larger floorplate office 

o Maia 

• John: Kristen has mentioned the idea of ground floor arcades numerous times; need to be 

careful/intentional with this move, as arcades can have a deadening impact on the public realm 

if they are not properly activated. 

• Maia: not many good examples of arcades in SF 

• Kristen: we envision arcades being used along interior open space as a transitional space 

between park and building interiors 

Planning Feedback Summary 

1. Overall, project architecture should express the scale, simple forms, and materiality of the 

site/district's industrial history. 

2. Building mass should express building functionality and interior program. 

3. Define a high quality architectural materials palette that differentiates between preferred, 

acceptable, and unacceptable materials/material types. Prioritize where on building facades 

preferred materials are required, considering where they will have the greatest visual impact 

from the public realm. 

4. Residential blocks (1, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13) should be constructed with a minimum of two buildings to 

ensure a variety of scales in the district. Residential structures should emphasize a finer grain of 

architectural detailing than the site's non-residential buildings. 
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